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MPA Project No. A426 
Utilities Infrastructure Condition Assessment  

and Prioritization, Authority-Wide  
 

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS  
 

September 16, 2022 
 
 
The attention of Consultants submitting proposals for the RFQ is called to the following Responses to 
Questions to the subject RFQ.  The items set forth herein, whether of omissions, addition, substitution, 
or clarifications are all to be included in and form a part of the proposal submitted. 
 
 
Responses to Questions: 
 
Question #1:  The Scope of Work identifies photovoltaics and other renewable energy resources as some 
of the utilities to be assessed and prioritized.  Can you please confirm or clarify if photovoltaics and other 
renewable energy resources attached to or mounted on the roof of buildings the responsibility of the BCA 
Project Team and not the UCA Team?   

Response:  The assessment of photovoltaics and other renewable energy resources attached to or 
mounted on the roof of buildings is the responsibility of the BCA Project Team.  

Question #2:  Scope of Work section (5)a requires the UCA to work “the BCA Team to investigate the 
potential for reduced energy consumption in existing buildings to free up capacity”.  Can you please 
confirm or clarify that the UCA’s scope of work is outside the building and does not include analyzing 
any systems or system energy consumption within the building? 

Response:  The UCA Team’s scope of work is outside of the building and does not include analyzing 
any systems or system energy consumption within the building. 

Question #3:  Scope of Work section (5)a requires a life cycle cost benefit analysis of the existing utility 
systems as part of the comprehensive utility prioritization plan for each Massport facility .  Can you please 
confirm or clarify that the UCA team will only be responsible for modeling the life cycle costs of the 
underground facilities and will not include building systems? 

Response:  The UCA Team will only be responsible for modeling the life cycle costs of the 
underground facilities/infrastructures and will not include building systems. 

 

    - End of Responses - 


